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YOU NEED TO HAVE KINGDOM GLORY 
Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA 

 
SEERSGATE SAYS: 
 
With great humility, this detail is given as a report. 
 
I went to the church way in Virginia Beach at the Lord’s will. He showed me His will as 
the service took way. I came with two others, and that plan was truly different. They 
had a will to sit in front of most of the congregation, yet with that view, it truly is 
difficult to see the full detail in the whole building. 
 
I took a seat in a very cold building. This is noticed due to how many were in 
attendance. Not a full house, but there were enough gathered to have it where you 
didn’t feel it was a dead way. 
 
I sat down in preparation for the starting detail. I noticed something unique: They had 
prayer time in the altar-platform area. And this was a good way to prepare. The 
atmosphere did not have a static charge until the worship leader welcomed the Great 
King at the prayer gathering. Even before the service started, Yahweh had my full 
attention when He shifted the atmosphere. He pointed out the moment He made it 
clear that He truly was there. 
 
Worship had not even started based on the church time frame, yet God had already 
shown up. His presence was tangible if someone knew how to give it out to the people.  
 
The way was open. The church welcomed the Great Way, the Great Holy Spirit, and 
also the Great Father. All Three were verbally invited to be there in the service 
gathering. It was a good way to start a service. I was told to observe how the people 
worshipped. Some were in a plan to observe yet pretend to worship. I can only say this 
due to King Jesus stating who was worshipping and who was not.  
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Some were raising their hands and jumping, yet He wasn’t noticing the way in the 
outward movement. The Great King told me what was getting His attention. It was how 
their offering of worship came up to the Throne Room.  
 
In this service, a couple was moving to Oklahoma. They were faithful to this church 
house. While they were walking up to be released into their new season, with them in 
the spirit realm, I was able to see an angel standing with each. Angels surrounded 
them. They were also covered by a larger angel that guarded how the servants were 
dealt with. Angels showed up and sent them off to their new way in their field in God’s 
Kingdom. 
 
There was also a wave of power over the congregation in this service. But the wave did 
not come into the people; it hovered. The God I AM showed me that they had reached 
a peak, where they must learn to take up a new level. There is an anointing. There is 
an outlet for power surgings, yet the open Heaven is lacking. They have a detail to 
grow and take in more things, more plans, more work, but there must be training on 
how to break through past the early stages of release in Kingdom glory.  
 
Who has the authority to place Heaven into earthly realms? Can’t we pray that God’s 
Kingdom will is done on Earth as it is in Heaven? Can we seek God’s Kingdom first as 
well as His righteousness? Can’t we get a deep filling as we learn to wait in God’s 
presence? You can have a great building. You can have great ushers. You can have 
great workers and great fundraisers, but there is one thing you cannot make with 
human effort: glory.  
 
What would truly have to be made clear to have a true glory visitation? Make room. 
 


